
Why are black fellas so ‘darn’ good at footy?

Paper written by one of the many top Oncountry Learning students Carmen Hawker, as part of

her major research essay for the course, 2009 – a course that she explains ‘completely inspired

her to do other Indigenous studies subjects, including an internship with the Koori Courts justice

system’.

I think it’s an excellent and a very informative piece of research analysis and writing that gives a

deeper insight into the reasons why were so darn good at footy. It’s a question that I like to raise

when we are hosted by the Academy of Sport Health & Education, ASHE program, and the

Rumbalara Football and Netball Club, RFNC Shepparton, who nurture the talents of many up an

coming young sportspeople. This is the way that Carmen has dealt with the fundamental question

and the reasons why Indigenous Australians seem to have an ‘innate suitability to this code of

football’- do enjoy (Dr Wayne Atkinson, Coordinator, 166392: Oncountry Learning: Indigenous

Studies, School of Social & Political Science, University of Melbourne).

Koori Mail, 2003: Deadly mark & eye for the ball son
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There has to be a reason why Indigenous Australians make up only two percent of our national

population but fifteen percent of Australian Football League (AFL) club lists.1 This essay will

attempt to identify the reasons why not only the number of Indigenous players in the AFL is

growing year by year but why they exemplify the electricity, skill and flare of Aussie Rules.2 Some

say it is because football has its roots in the traditional Aboriginal game Marngrook, others say it is

the style of the game itself that suits what seem to be natural Aboriginal characteristics, speed

and agility. However, no single reason explains the relative over-representation of Indigenous

footballers at the elite level. Another factor is the increased understanding of Aboriginal culture

that the AFL has attempted to achieve. This allows support structures and mentoring systems to

be put in place to ensure Indigenous players reach their full potential and become more

comfortable more quickly in what is often a foreign environment. The AFL has been a leading

corporation in recognising Indigenous peoples’ contribution to Australia and to football.3 The

League values and benefits from the skills, knowledge, experience and culture of Indigenous

people and has enjoyed the likes of the ‘Steel Cat,’ Graham Polly Farmer, the enigmatic Syd

Jackson and the blistering speed of Andrew Lovett. The AFL is committed to improve the quality of

life in Indigenous communities throughout Australia. Such programs are Ambassadors for Life, the

unprecedented Religious and Racial Vilification policy of 1995 as well as the Indigenous Round and

Dreamtime at the ‘G’ initiatives provide a chance to acknowledge the contribution of Indigenous

players, past and present.4 The literature for this essay largely derives from Indigenous players,

past and present, a seminar lead by Michael Long and Aunty Margaret Wirrpanda and an

interview conducted with Nathan Lovett-Murray (Appendix A).5

Many historians and Indigenous people alike have acknowledged that it is likely that Aboriginal

people are very well suited to AFL football because it has its roots in the traditional Aboriginal

game Marngrook. Marngrook was a game that involved large numbers of players and was played

over an extremely large area, usually a bora ground.6 Individual performances and players were

often commended when consistently exhibiting outstanding skills, such as leaping high over others

to mark the possum-skin ball. The game was a favourite of the Wurundjeri clan and the two teams

were sometimes based on the traditional totemic moieties of Bunjil (eagle) and Waang (crow).

1
In the 2009 AFL Premiership Season, 82 listed AFL players identify as Indigenous, which is 11% overall.

2
The term ‘Australian Rules Football’ will be used interchangeably with the terms ‘football’, ‘footy’, and ‘Aussie Rules’.

3
The AFL recognises Indigenous Australians are the traditional custodians of this land and have been practicing culture for

over 60,000 years.
4

Ambassadors for Life is a program run by the AFL where Indigenous players provide mentoring for more than 100
adolescent males nationally.
5

As with many Indigenous issues like justice and land management, information should come from listening to and
understanding the point of view of Indigenous people, not white scholarly research.
6

Wirrpanda, M. (Speaker) 2009, Talking Blak (sound recording) Melbourne Town Hall, Melbourne.
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Robert Brough-Smyth saw the game played at Coranderrk Mission Station,

where Ngurungaeta William Barak discouraged the playing of imported games like cricket and

encouraged the traditional native game of Marngrook.7 Australian Rules football in its modern

reincarnation was devised by H C A Harrison and T W Wills in 1858 and is watched and played with

fanatical dedication. High marking, long kicking and hand passing from man to man characterise

the game.8 It is often thought that the sharp reflexes and hand-eye coordination developed

through centuries of hunting and living off the land are evidenced in the superb-skills of many

Indigenous sportspeople across Australia but particularly in AFL football.9 Other aspects of

Aboriginal culture are easily transferred to the world of AFL football and are another reason why

Indigenous people have been so successful at this sport. As both Adam Goodes and Nathan Lovett-

Murray have said, “if I see an Aboriginal person walking down the street, I’ll stop and have a yarn

and just catch up with them..That’s what we do as people.”10 Given that Thomas Wills grew up

and lived in South West Victoria it is likely that his concept of an Australian brand of football drew

largely from games of Marngrook that he saw. However, skills developed through hundreds of

years of Marngrook cannot solely explain why ‘black fella’ are so ‘darn’ good at footy.

The accessibility of Aussie Rules for people from all backgrounds and cultures further explains why

Indigenous people are highly suited to modern AFL. Nathan Lovett-Murray puts the exponential

increase of Indigenous players down to the way the game’s changed over the years. The new rules

that the AFL have brought in that has made the game a lot quicker such as the rushed behind rule

as well as run and carry styles of play exhibited by successful teams like Geelong and Hawthorn

have made the game a lot more skilful. He says that this makes AFL “for the Indigenous boys, a lot

easier and a more natural sort of game for us.”11 The speed, agility and lateral movement

exemplified by hunter-gatherer societies is perfectly suited to this fast and exhilarating game.

North Melbourne premiership coach Denis Pagan believes that some of the best athletes in the

world have developed their skills in ‘street’ or community environments.12 This ‘street’ footy is

crucial to the development not only of fundamental skills but also decision-making. You learn to

read the play and get a better understanding of what other players are capable of and predict

what they were going to do. Pagan remarks that it is no coincidence that the decision-making of

7
Ngurungaeta is a Wurundjeri word meaning 'head man' or 'tribal leader'; Ellender, I. & Christiansen, P. 2001, People of

the Merri Merri: The Wurundjeri in Colonial Days, Merri Creek Management Committee, n.p.
8

Tatz, C. 1987, Aborigines in Sport, Australian Society for Sports History, Flinders University of South Australia, p144
9

Roffey, C. 2009, 'The Tiwi effect', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 21 May.
10

Rogers, M. 2009, 'The Goodes of Indigenous bonds', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 25 May; Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June
2009, Your experience in football as an Indigenous Australian , Interviewed by Carmen Hawker [transcript of interview]
n.pub., Windy Hill, Essendon.
11

Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June 2009, Your experience in football as an Indigenous Australian , Interviewed by Carmen
Hawker [transcript of interview] n.pub., Windy Hill, Essendon, p8
12

Pagan, D. 2009, 'Back to Basics', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 19 May.
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some of the Indigenous players at AFL level is generally outstanding because they tend to come

from these community environments. Nathan Lovett-Murray said that he:

“remembers when we were really young and used to go to my Aunty’s house and all my cousins

were there and we would get a football sock and play markers up and you’d have your little pack

and you’d throw it up and everyone would run in and you’d try and take the mark.”13

He continued to say that “I think Indigenous players pretty much grow up with a football in our

hands and we were always playing football.”14 These grass roots skills are, as Pagan says, a reason

why a lot of Indigenous players display good decision-making and foot skills under pressure.

Thomas Kochman, in his book Black and White, suggests that black Americans go beyond the

purely technical and mechanical aspects of play. They improvise, they engage in personal

manoeuvres and moves that are very distinctive and individual. Whereas whites, he says, play

cohesively and efficiently in set patterns.15 Whilst being wary of generalising, Kochman offers a

possible explanation into why we are often left in awe of some of the skills of our Indigenous

footballers.

Whilst the pure skill and natural ability that many Indigenous players exhibit has served to

“humanise Aborigines” it has also generated enduring stereotypes.16 There has been consistent

labelling and stereotyping of Aboriginal footballers and their abilities without much serious

reflection. Labels such as ‘magical,’ ‘mesmerising,’ and ‘natural’ serve to de-individualise

Indigenous footballers and go as far to imply that Aboriginal people do not have to work as hard

as others to play AFL football because it comes ‘naturally’. Whilst there seems to be an innate

suitability to this code of football, as Nathan Lovett-Murray says:

“There is a lot of dedication and commitment [required to play AFL] and if you’re not prepared to

put in the work then you know, you’re not going to make the most of playing AFL football... I’ve

met a lot of Indigenous people... that were just as good as me, if not even better, they just didn’t

have the commitment to want to go and train everyday and you know, just to make the sacrifices

you have to make to be an AFL player.”17

The increasing number of Indigenous players in the AFL will expose the flaws in this stereotype for

what they are; untrue. Indigenous AFL footballers are not all the same. Alan Brown, a Gunditjmara

man who is the coach of the Indigenous team Fitzroy All Stars, pointed out that their team is not

13
Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June 2009, op.cit , p1

14
Ibid, p8

15
Thomas Kochman as cited in Tatz, C. 1987, op.cit, p123

16
Ibid, p3

17
Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June 2009, op.cit, p5
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“all just small forwards.”18 He said that “we have a full back, a ruck man and yes a small forward”

in the hope that he could dispel the stereotype that Indigenous players are one-dimensional. You

only have to look at the AFL: Patty Ryder is a tall and agile ruckman from Perth, Cyril Rioli is a

small, crumming forward-come-midfielder from the Tiwi Islands and the medium-build but silky

skilled Andrew McLeod is from Darwin. However, while there are many different types of

Indigenous players from all over Australia, interestingly it seems as though each region tends to

produce a certain skill-set and player build (Appendix B).

Marngrook Footy Show host Grant Hansen has a theory: the conditions unique to Australia’s

regions directly influence the types of players they produce.19 For example, Australia’s top end

(Alice Springs and the Kimberleys) produces so many electrifying on-ballers and agile, leaping

players. In dry and dusty central Australia players tend to avoid playing at ground level because

“you can imagine getting dust thrown in your face all the time” and the ground is as hard as rock.20

These conditions allow for a fast, free-flowing game that suits those agile players like ex-Brisbane

champion Daryl White. Players from Central Australia tend to have a lean physique which has

evolved from the traditional diet of tribes in the area before white settlement, says Hansen.21

Historically, people from the desert have eaten lean meat like kangaroo, and burned energy

moving around the harsh environment hunting for food. On the other hand, coastal tribes from

Northern Australia and the Tiwi Islands ate fatty foods like dugong and turtle, leading to the

evolution of a different build.22 Tiwi Island Land Counsillor Brian Clancy remarks that “We’ve got

no ruckman, no height. Our players are quick and skilful, they take the opposition on. In a team of

twenty two we have twenty two rovers...[sometimes we have] only three stoppages for the entire

match.”23 Hansen says that the climate up there, the lush grounds and the wet summer months of

competition, has created a ‘play on at all costs’ style of football. Accordingly, remote parts of

Western Australia experience high winds that impact on the style of football whereas players from

Tasmania are known for their in-and-under physical style of football that is suited to the cold and

wet conditions. In answer to the question ‘Is there any difference between the skills of Indigenous

players depending on where they come from?’ Nathan Lovett-Murray replied:

“When you see teams from Victoria play against the team from NT, it’s a totally different type of

football. Down here, our boys are probably a bit more adjusted to in and under type football, I

reckon ‘cos’ of the weather. Down here it’s always wet and cold and raining and the ball is always

18
Brown, A. (Speaker) 2009, Talking Blak (sound recording) Melbourne Town Hall, Melbourne.

19
Roffey, C. 2009, 'Products of the Land', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 19 May.

20
Ibid

21
Ibid

22
Ibid

23
Roffey, C. 2009, 'The Tiwi effect', op.cit
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on the ground, whereas up there it’s always hot and dry and it’s a lot faster and probably a lot

better skilled.”24

Essentially, Hansen’s theory dispels the stereotype of Indigenous players as small, roving types

and shows the true versatility of modern Indigenous players that enable them to play a variety of

positions on the field from the ruck to centre half back and, yes, the forward pocket.

To many Indigenous communities, football provides an energetic, social and geographical space

for exercise, discussion and group activity and this goes a long way to explain why Indigenous

people have embraced Aussie Rules over other Australian sports. It is an example of contemporary

‘kanyirninpa’ where young men seek the company of their Elders.25 Football serves to reinforce

relationships between families that until then only occasionally saw one another. As de Largy

points out “you only meet your mob at football carnivals and funerals.”26 It is also a game “that

parallels the corroboree- the elements of flight and grace, the emphasis on ritual.27 According to

Tatz, Indigenous people are over-represented in Aussie Rules because they have access to this

sport and it provides some group identification.28 Accordingly, Adam Goodes said recently that

footy is so unique and special because it’s made for everybody; no matter their shape, size,

religion, colour or build. Anyone can play the game and that is why football has such an important

role in the well-being of Indigenous people.29 When asked the same question, Nathan Lovett-

Murray replied that:

“I think it goes across all sorts of boundaries and anyone can play the game if you’ve got that

sacrifice and community. You look at Bachar Houli, the first Muslim to play AFL and he’s from a

different background.”

Football has the ability to go across social divides but to Indigenous people, in particular, it is a

form of gathering. When asked what the role of football in Indigenous communities was Nathan

Lovett-Murray replied that:

“I think back home in Haywood whenever football was on the whole community would be at the

game and we would be like altogether. The Uncles, Auntie’s, everyone would be there at the game

and it’s a time for all the mob to catch up and have a yarn and a chat but also to support the

24
Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June 2009, op.cit, p8

25
McCoy, B.F 2008, 'Football, More than a Game', in Holding Men: Kanyirninpa and the Health of Aboriginal men,

Aboriginal Studies Press, Canberra, p 145
26

De Largy as cited in Ibid, p149
27

Martin Flanagan as quoted in Tatz, C. 1987, op.cit, p103
28

Ibid, p127
29

Goodes, A. 2009, 'A time to say thanks', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 22 May.
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Indigenous boys who are out there playing because they are representing their family and that’s

how we support each other.”30

AFL has not only played a pivotal role in bonding Indigenous communities but has also played a

central role in “building bridges between cultures.”31

Sport is a great leveller because it has the ability to bring people together of all different cultures

and AFL football has perhaps done more reconciliation than any other aspect of Australian

society.32 Aussie Rules seems to have played an enduring role in achieving equality between

Indigenous and non-Indigenous Australians. Kevin Sheedy, coach of Essendon for twenty seven

years, played an instrumental role in introducing more Indigenous players to the competition

because he took the time to mentor and understand them and had an appreciation of this proud

culture. He supported Michael Long through racial issues which eventually led to the development

of the nationally acclaimed Religious and Racial Vilification code of conduct. The Dreamtime at the

‘G’ game played between Essendon and Richmond on the Saturday night of Indigenous Round is

one of Kevin Sheedy’s initiatives that is a “brilliant unique opportunity to acknowledge the role of

the magnificent Indigenous players in our game.”33 The match is associated with the pre-game

ritual ‘The Long Walk’ which is a reconciliation program spearheaded by Michael Long in which

Indigenous and non-Indigenous people walk from Federation Square to the Melbourne Cricket

Ground to promote reconciliation. Nathan Lovett-Murray said that “playing in the Dreamtime at

the ‘G’ is one of the highlights of my football career [because] when you run out on that oval

you’re representing every Indigenous person in the country, your family, your tribe and your

football club.”34 Many players like Daniel Pearce from Port Adelaide, Richard Tambling from

Richmond and Adam Goodes from Sydney all echoed Nathan’s sentiments that Indigenous players

try and find a little something extra for Indigenous Round. Aaron Davey from Melbourne said that

Indigenous Round gives him “the opportunity to not only represent ourselves, but our families and

our people up in Darwin.”35 By acknowledging the contributions of Indigenous players, past and

present, through Indigenous Round, the AFL takes advantage of football’s ability to cross social

divides and therefore can play a leading role in reconciling Indigenous/non-Indigenous relations in

this country.

30
Lovett-Murray, N. 5 June 2009, op.cit, p8

31
Schmook, N. 2009, 'Footy now free of racial abuse, says Wirrpanda', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 18 May.

32
McAuliffe, M. (Producer) 2006, Deadly Feet- Aboriginal Sporting Heroes [video recording] VEA, Bendigo, Victoria.

33
Williams, M. 2009, 'Time to give Sheeds his due', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 19 May.

34
Sheahan, T. 2009, 'Pumped up Lovett-Murray says he went 'too far'', Sunday Herald Sun, 31 May, p4

35
Burgan, M. 2009, 'Davey set for a celebration', AFL Record, Indigenous Round, 20 May.
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In conclusion, it has taken great courage for many Aboriginal players to play Australian Football as

they have had to overcome many obstacles along the way that many other Australians have never

dealt with such as racial prejudices and a lack of cultural awareness. Indigenous people have

shown great adaptability to the quick style of modern football and this is largely due to skills and

attributes that Indigenous people have developed over hundreds of years of Marngrook. Aussie

Rules has a particular ability to transcend social, political, cultural and religious divides that many

other sports have yet been able to. The work of pioneers like Kevin Sheedy, Michael Long and

Nathan Lovett-Murray, the AFL has been able to create an awareness and understanding of

Aboriginal culture through initiatives like Dreamtime at the ‘G’. This has enabled an environment

where Indigenous people can reach their full potential in both football and in life. It is no

coincidence that Indigenous people are that ‘darn’ good at footy that they represent eleven

percent of the AFL players whilst only two percent of the Australian population. Here is in hoping

this number continues to rise.

Carmen Hawker, Oncountry Learning, 2009

c.hawker@pgrad.unimelb.edu.au


